
Fully Automatic Labelling Machine
for Canisters – Type KEM

This machine is constructed to fix a label onto the lateral side
of canisters. It can be integrated in nearly all production lines
e.g. after the filling machine. In this application the labels are
longer than one side of the canisters.
So they have to be rolled on at the rear of the canister. This
is done by a springbeared arm. As an option, the machine can
be equipped with different print engines to imprint variable or
fix data. It is also possible to equip the unit with a barcodes-
canner to countercheck the printed data or to have a kind of
a label presence detection.

The left picture shows the different kind of products which can be labelled by this
machine. The machine is very variable and can be set up to another product format
without a plenty of time. In this application the customer works with hazard labels
and warning signals on the labels. The machine is constructed in protection mode
IP54, which means dust and splash proof. It is made mainly of stainless steel.

The products are passing the labelling station. If the sensor detects the canister,
the machine applies the label to the front edge of the canister and rolls the label
on. Due to the fact, that the labels in those kinds of application become more
and more plastic labels, we had to solve the static charge to place the label wit-
hout any shrinkles on the surface of the product. 

After applying the label onto the canister, the
canisters are running are passing the automa-
tic rollon-station. 

This guarantees the shrinklefree apply of the
labels. 

Possible Options: 
Printengines, Barcodereaders, Label presence detection, Swivelling operator panel, Full covering of
the basic frame

Technical data: 
Length: 3000 mm weigth: approx. 150 kg
Width: 1500 mm Protection: IP54
Heigth: 2000 mm Electronical connection: 400V 3 Ph
Capacity: 15 – 20 canister/min Airpressure: 6bar


